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Sports This Week

UMSL Nightlife- It's Not. What You
Think.

Mike Brickey is Number One in NCAA
Division II-50 yard freestyle.
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Budget Woes

Jobs, Programs Lost By Cuts
by Matt Forsythe
Current news reporter

Photo: Dirk Fletcher

NEXT: Vice President Dan Quayle answers questions at a press conference following a speech at Hunter
Engineering Co.

Quayle Visits St. Louis
by Max Montgomery
managing editor
Vice President Dan Quayle called
President George Bush's recovery
plan, which he outlined during his
State of the Union Address, a
"roadmap to recovery that requires
responsibility from Congress."
As part of Quayle's trip to St.
Louis Wednesday, be spoke to employees at Hunter Engineering Co. in
Bridgeton, reiterating Bush's comments that for the U.S. to survive and
pull itself out of trouble, American
companies should be more competitive around the globe and strive to put
Americans to work.
'1 want you to know that as long
as you keep producing quality products, America is always going to be
first in the world no matter what that
guy in Japan has to say." QuayIe said,
praising the employees of Hunter Engineering, which produces and ex-

ports automobile balance and alignment equipment "It's going to be up
to Congress, but we need your help."
Quayle stressed the importance
of the March 20, 1992, deadline by
which Congress must pass Bush's
recovery plan. He Said Congress
should not be surprised about the
proposal As to whether Bush will be
lenient with his plan, Quayle said not
to count on it
"The President has put down a
good plan and they ought to pass it,"
Quayle said. "He's thought long and
hard about this proposal."
ShouldBush'srecoveryplanpass,
military operation will be cut by $50
billion over the next six years including shutting down the production of
the B-2 Stealth Bomber.
Quayle said the defense cuts could
reduce employment in the St Louis
area. but keeping job losses at a minimum was considered when planning
the proposal.

"Obviously, scaling back will
have some impact on jobs in the defense industry," he said. "But if you
let the democrats in Congress get their
way, McDonnell Douglas might as
well close their doors."
Quayle also addressed the health
care problem in the United States and
said Bush looked at two things in the
health care market - providing access to the 14 percent of the public
who currently don't receive health
coverage and the issue of cost. He
also said the idea of fanning a national health care system, similar to
Canada's current plan, is out of the
question.
"Costs have sinlply gone through
the ceiling," Quayle said. "But you
can fairly well kiss goodbye the socalled Canadian health care system."
In addition to touring Hunter Engineering Co., Quayle also visited the
Stouffer Concourse Hotel in St, Louis
before continuing to Louisville, Ky.

month or in three years. It's hard to
say for each individual case."
Touhill said she withdraw all state
About 34 jobs will be lost and
several programs' budgets axed, as . support from the Athletic Department,
UM-St. Louis Chancellor Blanche Student Activities and the Child DeTouhill submitted her first round of velopment Center.
.Other cuts include the closing of
budget cuts Friday.
The cuts were ordered from the the Student Retention Office, Two
University of Missouri President to faculty positions will be eliminated
from Instructional Technology and
reallocate campus priorities.
The hardest hit department is the the Center for Academic DevelopContinuing-Education Extension ment.
Touhill also said Administrative
Program, headed by Wendell Smith.
Ten positions are expected to be Services will continue restructuring,
eliminated, and so is 85 percent of the Five positions will be eliminated and
close to six positions will be reduced
department's budget.
The Continuing Education-Ex- in staff support from other units.
"We are trying to preserve the
tension program offers classes at more
than 60 off-campus sites 'in the St. academic programs," Touhill said,
"We have 61 programs- the fewest in
Louis Metropolitan area,
Touhill said programs such as the the system."
"I also believe, that this plan is
Archeological Society, Kids on
Campus, the Facilities Management consistent with the focused but deProgram, the baccalaureate program veloping mission of UM-St. Louis as
in sociology at Mi~souri Eastern, the a metropolitan university which
contracted credit courses at Jewish serves Missouri's largest concentraHospital's School of Nursing and the tion of people and business, technoone-day Business School non-credit logical and economic activity," she
said,
programs will be eliminated.
Several faculty members praised
Bob Samples, university
spokesperson, said a total of 7 ad-· Touhill for listening to the campus, .
"The faculty has certain responministrators, 12 faculty and 15 staff
sibilities that we were concerned
members would be cut
"Those cuts will happen over the with," William Long, dean of Opnext five years," Samples said. "Some tometry , said. "We were concerned
cuts could happen tomorrow, next that doctorate programs protected

t:e

Press Relations Crucial

Pike House Burglarized

by Nancy Lewis
of The Current staff

by Thomas J. Kovach

Janet VanWinkle spoke Monday
to a group at the Women's Center
about the horrors of silicone breast
implants.
VanWinkle is the founder of" As
Is," the American Silicone Implant
Survivors. She testified in December
1990 before the Food and Drug
Administration's (FDA) Congressional sub-committee regarding the
safety of silicone breast implants.
"When I had my first breast augmentation in 1976, I was not told of
the dangm and risks associated with
silicone. Since then, I've had 11 0perations, including two radical
mastectomies fOr a rare breast cancer
and reconstructive surgery due to the
mastectomies. I've had breast implants that ruptured and leaked. In .
·1986, two lumps in my neck were
found to be lymphoid hyperplasia,
which was induced from the silicone.
In 1988, I was having sharp, uncontrollable pain in my breasts, and there
was a lump under my left armpit The

The president of Pi Kappa
Alpha said the recent theft of close
to $4,000 in items from the fraternity "is not a typical prank. ..
Jason Hardie said seven composites, a preamble and the charter
of the fraternity were stolen from
the house on Saturday, January

Janet Van Winkle
ourer 'shell' of the implant was the
'lump. The implant had ruptured and
the outer part had 'migrated' to my
armpit. That required surgery. In
February 1991, I had reconstructive
surgery again and was in intensive
care for four weeks. I wasn 't expected
to live," VanWinkle said.
VanWinkle has heard similar
horror stories from the 450 members
of As Is in the United States and
Canada. Van Winkle founded the nonprofit organization in January 1991 to
infonn and support other women who
were victims of silicone breast implants. She said that silicone implants

See IMPLANT, page ·4

11.

Composites are annual photographs of an entire fraternity or
sorority. Hardie said each picture
is valued at approximately $500.
"The pictures represented a lot
of memories for a lot of our
alumni," Hardie said.
The fraternity filed a police
report in Bel-Ridge, but Hardie
said he requested that no investigation be conducted.
Hardie said he did not know if
the thefts were in connection with
a November 1991 incident between
six Pi Kappa Alpha members and
a University of Illinois-Urbana!

Mizzou Student
Killed In Fall

by Matt Forsythe
bad," Lipman said. "It's the worst
Current news reporter
mistake you could make.
"If you cannot tell us something,
A UM-Columbia student died
David Lipman, managing editor just say, 'I can't tell you.' We know
Jan. 21 ,after falling 50 feet down
of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, told a the cause; we know your clients will
an elevator shaft.
campus public relations class how to often say, 'We don't want them to
Colin M. Prock, 19, was on
establish an effective working rela- know this.' But if you lie and try to
an elevator with 15 other passendeceive us, that's when you '11 have us
tionship with the press.
gersinLawsResidenceHall when
SpeakingtoProfessorSidSavan's come after you like a pack of hungry
it stopped between the third and
Communication in Public Relations dogs after a scared rabbit So just play
fourth floors. The elevator's
class Tuesday, Lipman said public it straight It's the greatest attribute
weight limit is 2,000 pounds.
relations people can establish arappon that you can develop," Lipman said.
Prock and other students then
He also said all public relations
with a newspaper if they present
pried open the elevator doors. He
themselves in a cooperative manner people must adhere to the same lanattempted to crawl out of the eland bring factual, thorough and guage and communication standards
evator shaft
as reporters. Lipman said when pubtruthful infonnation.
Minutes later, a dormitory
"But believe me, when a person lic relations practitioners send in press
staff member managed to get the
comes in and starts lying and tries to rel~ with spelling errors and bad
elevator door working. Students
misdirect us, things will really get grammar, editors will doubt the acassumed Prock had successfully
curacy of the infonnation.
made it to the third floor.
The Post-Dispatch, he said, reHis body was found 20 minceives between 200 and 300 press
utes later by a Laws Hall resident
releases a day.
hall as sistlmt.
"One of the biggest problems
A memorial service was held
Champaign sorority house.
encountered in the newspaper busilast Monday at the campus'
In mid-November, Champaign
ness is wordiness; time is crucial, and
Newman Center.
Police arrested Pi Kappa Alpha
editors cannot waste it reading page
"The students showed a lot of
members Robert Frohne, Benafter page of redundant details,"
concern and shock about the incijamin Hogan, Adam Daily,
Lipman said.
dent," Mary Still,directorofUMChristopher Keppler, Navdeep
Public relations people are still . Columbia's news bureau, said.
Thakur and Steven Jackson. Police
important, he said.
"I know there is a propensity
said the six men broke 'into the
"Although occasionally we will
among this age group to feel that
Delta Delta Delta house and stole
come to cross purposes because we
it 'can't happen to me.' I want to
pledge paddles, pictures and
have different goals, we are not your
urge all students to exercise cauwomen's underwear.
adversaries. Nor are public relations
On Jan. 6, all six men pleaded
tion and common sense," Interim
people," Lipman told the class. "Ad. guilty to criminal trespassing on a
Chancellor Gerald Brouder said.
vertising and public relations people
residence,which is a Oass A
Prock was born in Lebanon,
are one of our best sources to corpomisdemeanor, said the Illinois
Mo., raised near Mountain Grove,
rate America. our regular opening to
State's Attorney's office.
Mo., and attended schools in
companies, institutions, people - to
Plato, Mo., for several years.
The state' sauorney office said
almost every facet of society."
He Is survived by his mother,
the six fraternity members were
Lipman
became
the
managing
Daphne
Long of Oakdale; a
placed on 12 montru. court supereditor of the Post-Dispalch in 1979.
brother, Jason Long of Oakdale;
vision, fined $1 00, ordered to make
He is a 1988 recipient of a University
and his maternal grandparents,
restitution and to "have no contact
of
Missourialumnilfaculty distinwith the sorority."
Mr. and Mrs. Paris Prock of
guished service medal and a 1989
Rick Blanton, assistant direcHuggins, Mo.
recipient of the Missouri Honor Medal
tor of university center, said an
Funeral services were held
for Distinguished Service to JournalOffice of Student Activities inWednesday at the Craig-Hurttism.
vestigation "failed to indicate it
Bradley Funeral home in MounHe is a 1953 graduate of the UMwas a planned fmtemity activity. "
tain Grove.
Columbia Journalism School.
by DIana Davis
Current news reporter

Implants Cause Horrors

editor

and the library be untouched. The
Chancellor has done a good job in
honoring our requests."
"The Chancellor has been very
responsive to the concerns and interests of the faculty," Larry Friedman,
chainnan of the Unjversity Senate,
said.
"I think that as a faculty member,
I can live with the proposed cuts,"
David Gustafson, a business professor, said.
.
Friday's action is the fust of three
cuts scheduled over the next several
months.
On March 1, Touhill will recommend $6 million in cost cuts in the
area of maintenacne and repairs . The
cuts, Samples said, depends on how
many faculty take advantage of the
early retirement package.
Samples said Touhill will later
balance the entire campus budget. That
could mean an additional $2 million
in cuts.
Friday's cuts come a day after the
University of Missouri Board of Curators increased fees 83 percent over
the next five years .
The Board of Curators will discuss more possible cuts at their March
19-20 at UM-St. Louis.
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HELP WANTED
Reporters of News, Sports and
Features wanted for University
newspaper. All reporters are
paid. Call 553-5174 ask for
Tom.

This Coupon entities you to corne to

:

:

'The Currentand vvrite.as many stories as :
: . your little heart desires, for a
I
I
whopping $5.00 a story.
:
: So get out the scissors and castHn now!! I
I

CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING - Students needed! Earn
$2,000+/month & World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean). Cruise staff, Gift
Shop, Tour Guides, Waiter/
Waitress, etc ... Holiday, Summer and Career Employment
a v ai la ble. No experience necessary . Call 1-206-545-4548
ext. C256.

c:

__________
IL __ _ ___No ____
Expiration
Date ~.
I
~

For information about whats going on in the Lesbian and Gay
Wods and on campus call 5536709.

IlSEARCH
IFORMA.
Lar'gesi Ubrary of Information in U.S . .

SELF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY! Earn cash dis-

19,;,78 TOI'tCS - ALL SU&JoCTS
Order Catalog Today with Visa I Me or COD

i 'il;'

tributing credit card applications on campus. Positions
available for table and/or posting reps. Call Collegiate Poster
Network Today at 1-800-6697678.

800.351.0222

Or, rush $2 ,00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

UMSL doctoral candidate with
17 years teaching experience in
ballroom and latin dances (tango,
mambo, rumba , samba, cha cha,
east and west coast swing,
Viennese waltz, English quickstep, paso doble, bolero, etc .)
available for group and indi vidualized instruction , with or without a partner , Reasonable rates.
Call 997 -0691.

Spring Break to Florida Beaches
Fun in the Sun, 4/Rm. prices.
Daytona $129, Panama City
$119. Kitch, Wtrfrt &Trans
available. Call Patrick at 6442483 or CMI at 1-800-4235264 .

MISCELLANEOUS

Roomforrentin~near campus. Nice

neighborhood, spocious bxkyard, firepla:e, hardwood tlooni, wid, OOsement,
off-street parking. $250,hnonth iocludes
all utilities except telephone. No k>.are
required. Non-smoking female Jreferred.
Call Patty, 263-9566 from 10 a.m. to 5
pm.

Are you interested in participaling
in
a
co-ed
personalgrowth group? The
UM-St. Louis Counseling
Service offering a counseling
group on Thursdays, 2:304:00, February 13 - April 30.
Enrollment limited to 6-8 participants. Call 553-5711 for
more information."
II

PANAMA CITY BEACH I!!
$99 ... 8 days 7 nights 800-8269100. Based on 5 per room.

~

Share 3-bedroom 00use, cenlI3l airftlea1,
firepIa;e, wash/dry, driveway JDking,
large yard, full kitchen (dishwashex),
5trnlgeavailable, 00 lease, near UMSL in
goodneighbOOJood,mustlikeOOgs,rMJ!
mrnth + split utilities. Call Robeert 0:
Orloff 522-1394
.

[

- . - -.. -- .
NO GIMMiCRS ~
~
EXTIlA INCOMF. NOWI ~~

Students who like to copy!
Bring your stuff to Graphix Plus
in the U. Center Lobby and get
inexpensive copys fast or call
553-5555 for info.

.

Broou inlemlHonal, Inc.

P.'!.Box 6B0605..(~riat'I6J,Fl ~

Room and bath for rent!
Private residence near Washington U.
and bus lines; Women only, nonsmokers need apply: 863~22, 7:00
a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Don't tell just a couple of cla&<mates! Tell
the world! How about unemployment
figures! Crime! Drugs! Pornography!
What do you think? We want to koow!
Call in and1aIk! WGNU (920) Party Line
..... 6 a.m - Midnite Mon. thru Fri_
Speakers/lectures on issues of interest and concern to lesbian and
gay students and everyone on
campus, are bei ng held in the
Womens Center (210 Clark Hall553-5180) and Washington University. For events at UMSL call
553-6709.

I FREE ~.
2 ROLLS

~-

FOR SALE
1982 Honda Prelude, 5-speed, has an

AM/FM radioIcassette, and electric
. sunroof. $138(¥negcxiable. Anyooe in-

!:'iP \
~ 'J

3Smm Film .

J

Tn' this ExCi ting Ne-w Film '·W'hde ( /;L~ )Jim} has
~ .sharpnc:s (md fmc ,'!Tan l ( I) tnp.:.-l!Ul. .! lL'~.d! -;j,U'w r ,fum'.:;{ its ~J-.cd , irs mam furr ... ~j 1.:0 101 r<!prQ.:.iI,{(!iIJJ1.

Nuances L'f colD r ,;11'1.' held m W

pniiCSL
; ) m(

G.'n j..e,f

1-2 bedroom apartments

! Now you can rf;r [he 35mm fi lm rlrlJWf(r(ftrlii~'

I\:f~(l::.inc

..:alls the [-.o:C' ~[ 2(\1 ASA pri.nt./J\~. !~ [h~
Fr~e . T~' tntmJu.:e !OU . We!; (f ~:n ...
fl")l1~ Free. Fin~. gmin , fi Ch.C.v l,.)r. wld~
exposure I.Utrude-perlt'cr for en"ryday 5hl)t::: .
SIKIo.l( in l-o-dghr l'r low li£ln - inJl)I.Jr5 .\lr
r ourdoors. :-\nd )'(Ill can Ilhjer rrinr ~. '5lde~ ,-iJr
b..uh, (r~:m rhe s.::.:lIUt' r..'\ I I-wi[hoj.J~ Jhe high Co.' st
of sUdI:' tdm ~ Tr\' .hi:- r~mCl. r k~l~le hIm ~~f .
WQrlJ!

Fl..l r

I

NEED EXTRA INCOME
III~ FOR 1991?

n.,

I

Eem $SOO. $1(XXlweEl¥ Ur:g
Fct_
•&isit $1.00 will 5.'SE to: elH Grou pInc.
1019li.Slnood· OrIanOO,FL32S18

-SEND-ME 2FREE ROLLS--

i I Rush me (W~) 20-expl1:illre flll1:; ('It' ~\.lur 11.I!!: hl. .
I acdaimeJ 35mm film . ,Inc each at ~ 00 .--\5A ~ \r:lJ
I 400 ASA . Enclosed is 52.00 fo r sh; pping. lm' "
I ~ r\, lb r~r h ..'u~~h~1IJ .
I ~ I R :'T .... .....\1£
L....~T '\-\ \ :e

to: Se;!ttie Fi l m \~'(:>r~ s ElIll'u ..B...\

GOVERNMENT HOMES from

.;t flt~'r ~~

P.l'). s,,'X H0':1o -::.....,;:d ..,. \X: :-\ 'lH

. -t- t~7b

~S£I~~~::'k~~s.;t~:;~ 1:2 ~21~!t~'~f~ ~:J
Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program.
Every student eligible. No one
turned down. Simple application. CJ.'s WORD PROCESSING SERSend name, address and $1 P&H VICES: Reports, Term Papers, Disserfee (refundable) to: Student Ser- . tations, Theses, etc. Several type styles
vices,. P.O. Box 22-4026. Holly- and sizes. Quick turnaround and reawood, FL 33022.
sonable rates. 381-9220

Introductory Of fe r Proml
oS

Immaculate.
Central Airs (cia) , Carport/Garage,
Mini Blinds, Storage $100 Secu'rity Deposit. Kohner Properties.
$325 - $365
381·1719

I.,,, "

J Mail

•

Beantiful park like setting.

Firewocx:l- Oak, split, delivered, $50
a rank, 441-0214,

~--------~~-=~~
II .-In
.. r-r. ii:
!lr 25278

~

terested, please contact521-4482 or
leave a message
Normandy East arxi West

[he difff.f1·cuc:e bel.l t·c'~n cherry' red and CI1IniUO [.tfL "
Pholographk Maga:.ioe

'i-11U Hn)

.-

ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600· $800 evety wOOcFree Details: SASE 10

_ .

Professional home typing . Students/Businesses. Reasonable
Rates. Quick, Quality Service.
Hampton/Chippewa area . Donna
832-4925.

TB.

•

•

o(4J

I

.P RINT SBOpl
'Jo~ E%4&~t'oltJ CWo"J ~"ot!&U'lt9 altJ Cuatlu&

rP"llttllt9 at a Compdltlu& c/?at&

Take 10% off your first ord e r
w ith t hi s coupon
.

CALL 481 -8109
Anytime S.for. 9:00 P.M. Sev.n D.y. a W.ek
If No An.w.r, Th.n Plea •• L •• v• • M••••g.
~ a.. ~ - $1.50 1* 8.5" X 11" 8ingIe Sf**i
twldM.., piIge; Ohr only good ONCE 1* cIen(. ThInk you.

$1 (U reIW). Delinquent tax property.
Rep;:-,ssessions. Your area (1) 805
962-8{XX) Ext GH-2166 for current
rep:> list.
For sale: IBM eleqric typewriter fully

reconditioned, works perfectly. Must
sell, $100. Doug 8464978.
For sale: Schwinn ten speed bike,
World model, perfect condition bike
bag, cable lock. Must sell, $100. Ihlg
8464978.

PEJ.tSONALS
SabrinaRemember me? 2nd floor of ClaIk
Hall last winter semester, MWF? I
used to see Val. Please call me.

Sohn J. Ryan

rd like to challenge the two cowards in
ClaIk HaJJ. who boosted of Beating up
Fags, and rememre- that tre main
cause of Homophobia is DeniaL

Conference on Needs Of Gays, Lesbians, Bisexual Siudents Set
A video ~nference focusing

00

from 12: 15 to 3: 15 p.m.
The JXOgraIn will originate from
Oklahoma State UniverSity and will

the needs of gay I lesb~ and bisexual
studynts and developing campus
policies on noo-discrimination and
anti-harassment will be held Thursday in the J.C. Penney Auditorium

address issues such as the impact of
homophobia on individuals and 00 a
campus community; how a campus

can provide asupporti ve.emrjronrrieot
for gays, lesbians and bisexual students; and how a campus should address incidents of harassmeot, discrimination or violence.

' In honor of

African American History Month •••
University Program Board Presents:

OVERL OAD ED?

The Wedge Cafe

l et 6 profess i onal
wri t er Iresearcher
handl e t he drudg e
work for youl

• One half mile east of campus

AFI·AMA
(Spirits Most Ancient)

Busch-Michelob Classic Dark
BUd-lite & Pabst Draft SepciaZs
Pool Tables & Leagues Coming Soon
Thursday Night is Ladies Night
Blues Hockey Games\T. V. Drink Specials

~
WE Wil L:

• Do r ese arch
• Edit & advi se on

pape rs
• Provi de c ustom
bib Ii 0 g ra p h t e s

381 -1722

QUICK TU RNAROU ND!

7312 Natural Bridge

39 1- 8 096

I'm Here
When You Need Me
,

. : : .1\
&

~

-

•

. . .".

: : : '. \
~
.

.

. ..'.:.

'\

II!!!I " .

•

'

CIRRUS.

The AutoDiatic Teller '
Normandy Bank Custom.e rs, get your application at the facility fn UniversityCe.nter or call u.at 3835555. "you have your account at another bank;your ATM ca.rd can be used B.tthe machme In Unlver.
sity Center it it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

7151 NATURA L BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, M O 63121.

383-5555

Member FDIC'

Cultural sounds in the Afr ican,
Haitian , Latin, and African •
American music h eightened by
AFI·AMAls c u ltural music
and dance presentatio n .
The 's how has been presented
at the V.P. Fair, Music Festi'v al
in the Loop, and t he
St. Louis Art Museum-Caribbean
Festival. Time and location
to be announced in next w eek 1s
issue of The Current.
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Elevators From Hell?
UM-St. Louis is a lawsuit waiting to happen.
The chances of a student, facu1ty or staff member being seriously injured in an elevator is high. Death could also result if a fire
broke out in Clark Hall or in the Mark Twain Building because
doors are either chained shut or locked.
Are there any ru1es that govern University fIre codes? In
general, UM-St. Louis is not required to follow S1. Louis County
or City safety regulations. The state fIre marshalI said his office
cannot even reprimand the campus for these unsafe practices. The
university must follow certain Occupational Safety Health Administration policies, set up by the federal government. These
policies, on the surface, are ignored.
Staff members and a former employee at UM-St. Louis have
candidly detailed how dangerous this campus is.
In October of 1991, two students were in an elevator in the
Social Sciences Building when it fell one-half story. The passenger,
Linda Kowalcky, suffered no injuries but was upset and scared by
the incident. In April of that same year, Cindy Wallace and
Jefferson Webb were in that same elevator, and it fell two-anda-half stories.
The elevator bounced several times "like it was on a rubber
band," Wallace said.
The emergency phone in the elevator did not work.
Malcolm Murphy said if university officials had listened to his
complaints about campus· maintenance, elevators would work
properly, and electrical transformers on South campus would not
have exploded in 1990.
The explosion measured 400 amps, which is more than an
electric chair. Murphy said;"If a person had touched the transformers, they would have died."
Elevators, he said, "should be inspected yearly ... but they were
not."
Those elevators currently do not have inspection notices posted.
Bonnie Sims, associate vice chancellor for administrative services,
said no notices will be placed in the elevators because of risk of
vandalism. Instead, students, faculty and staff can find copies of
the inspection notices in the General Services Building starting
next week, she said
This is a start, but UM-St. Louis has a long way to go before the
community can be safe using campus facilities.

SGA Plays Monopoly
!he

process'" or appointing students ' to the most important
committee on campus-the Student Activity Budget Committee-needs drastic changes. The present system has as many
flaws as Swiss cheese has holes.
The greatest flaw is that the Student Government Association
president is allowed to appoint committee members, especially
when several work closely with him. Sometimes those students
sit on the executive committee, which has a say in who is selected
for the budget committee. Student Assembly representatives then
voice their opinions, and the vice chancellor for student affairs
gives his fmal approval.
Clearly, this process stenches from favortism. The budget
committee is responsible for nearly $250,000.
The vice chancellor should make the recommendations, and the
chancellor should make the fmal selection.

Todo.~

Gehtrdo,
9-lAn-tMQY\ hi! Krevi\
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Students Don't Understand First Amendment
by Robert Lukefahr
and Phaedra Walker
On October 28, 1991, aconservative radio host scheduled tb appear at
a "Pro-American Rally" hosted by
students at the University ofWisconsin at Milwaukee, was confronted by
a mob of student protestors determined to prevent his talk.
They succeeded.
Armed with whistles and signs,
the estimated 100 protestors screamed,
chanted, blew their whistles and threw
coins, ice and and other objects at the
guests. Fearing further violence, the
speakers left
Unfortunately, this was not an
isolated incident Unpopular speakers
have been shouted down or chased
from campus at more than a dozen
top-flight schools during the past few
years. In addition, over the last four
years, conservative student newspapers have been stolen or destroyed at
more than 15 of the nation's top 25
\Uliversities. These and other examples
of campus intolerance have sparked a
debate over ''political correctness" and
have led Time magazine writer
Nancy Gibbs to cooclude that "nowhere is the First Amendment more
imperiled than on college campuses."
How did things get this way? After
all, less than a generation ago, college
.

.

.

students were demanding more freedom of speech.
The simple answer is "ignorance."
College students no longer understand the historical and philosophical
basis of our constitutional protections.
A 1989 survey conducted for theNational Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) reported that less than
one-half of 700 college seniors it
surveyed could correctly identify the
purpose of The Federalist papers. The
NEH report said students' understanding of the Constitution is "superficial."
Thus, to someone like Canetta
Ivy, of the Council of Student Presidents, it seemed completely reasonable to say to a reporter for The New
Tork Times in 1989, we don't put as
many· restrictions on freedom of
speech as we should." Ms. Ivy, and
those who share her views, are bolstered by their heartfelt desire to create a more amenable environment for
minority students, and the ironic notion that "intolerance" can be eliminated by refusing to tolerate unpopular
speech.
But as President Bush said at the
University of Michigan in May, 1991,
"What began as a crusade for civility
has soured into a cause of of conflict
and even censorship."
If tlu> <:tnru-.nt<; of this generation

Commentary
were at all familiar with history, they
would know that censoring ideas, even
in the name of sensitivity, only serves
to make those who hold them more
radical and more determined. But
absent some understanding of political philosophy and history, young
people find it difficult to argue forcefully for the abstract notion of freedom.
Beyond the considerable gaps in
the formal curriculum, the informal
pedagogy of example- how professors and administrators act when confronted by challenges to free speechfurther undermines the generation's
respect for civil liberties. Many colleges contribute to the campus intolerance-Of at least ratify the attitudes
which lead to the suppression of free
speech- by adopting speech-restricting codes. According to the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, such codes have been enforced or drafted on almost 70 percent
of the nation's campuses. As Harvard
Law School Professor Alan
Dershowitz recently explained,
American colleges are "tolerating and
teaching intolerance and hypocrisy."

si ve pedagogy at work was evident in
September of 1991 in the University
of Wisconsin System. In a perverse
affirmation of its commitment to "tolerance" over freedom, the state system is considering an appeal of the
recent U.S. District Court decision
which rules UW's restrictive speech
code unconstitutional. After the decision, James E. Sulton, special assistant to VW -system president, told the
Chronicle of Higher Education,
"Everyone seems more concerned
about the theoretical abridgement of
First Amendment rights than about
the real abridgement of rights based
on racial harassment"
The ignorance and misunderstanding being fostered in the twentysomething generation represents the
greatest internal challenge to the
nation's liberties since the American
Tories aided the forces of King
George. These students who would
gladly circumscribe speech on campus today, will be the journalists, congressmen and judges charged with
defending this right in the next century.
It is time the twenty-something
generation take up the challenge John
Adams issued in 1765: ''Let us dare to
read, think, speak., and write ... let
every sluice of kriow ledge be opened
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Sig Tau's Rush: Get Screwed, Animal Hou~e .
. .
Dear Editor.

On the UM-St Louis campus it's
~ush Week, a time when the admin-

istration approves the promotion of
Greek organizations. Older students
like myself, usually ignore these
things. ~ the Sigma Tau Gamma

fraternity is not ~y to ignore.
.
T G
tes 'tself
Sigma au aroma promo I
as the "animal house" of campus iraternities. Located in the University
. displa \.".- shOWlll'g two
Centez IS
a
y LNh,
examples of Sig Tau tee-shirts. The
promotion that caught my eye was the
sign just outside University Center;

again promoting massive alcohol
consumpU'on as "A tradition of excellence" and ''Get Screwed."
How, as a Sig Tau, can you get
screwed? Are women simply status
seeking objects that fall at the feet of
any fra~ ~rother?,
IndiVldua1ly, Slg Tau s may be

alright, but ~e~ recrwung cam~gn
promotes Vlewmg women as objects
Th
. .
and alcohol abuse.
ese ataVISUC

Valuesdm~ app~ntlYs~~doned !~
the a IDlSt:raIJ.on or Ig au wo
'ned th .
.
dis
not be ~1
elf promment play. Why.
Mark A. Magas

Horizons, Counseling Service:

Different Functions
For All
to see students, faculty

tied
and staff
in on-going counseling.
The Horizons group are underA letter that I wrote to you was
graduate
students, who are supervised
printed in the Jan. 20, 1992, issue of
by
the
Counseling
Service staff and
The Current on the editorial page.
Unfortunately, in printing my lener who refer students to the CO\Ulseling
(Horizons Waiting To Help Campus), Service stafffor on-going CO\Ulseling.
there were three mistakes which per- Horizons was developed because
petuate the very misconception that I some students are more comfortable
talking with another student for their
was hoping to dispel.
The first, in the headline, was the first meeting.
However, students who know that
most problematic. The purpose of my
they
want on-going professional
originallener was to clear up a loogcounseling
can start out from the first
term confusion between the functions
of the Counseling· Service and Hori- meeting with a CO\Ulseling Service
zons. The campus Counseling Ser- counselor. Appointments can be made
vice is staffed by professional coun- by calling 553-5711 or by stopping by
selors and is the major provider of 427 SSB.
personal and career counseling on our
Sharon Biegen
Director, Counseling Service
campus. These counselors are quali-

Dear Edjtor:

Express Your Opinion
Write a letter to the editor and
you will be heard.
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IMPLANTS from page 1·
are the largest medical experiment

were dying from this procedure. Then
Dow Chemical Co. decided to package the liquid silicone in plastic
pouches. Breast enlargement became
a popular and relatively inexpensive
procedure for thousands, some say
millions, of women in the 1970s and
1980s.
"There was no pre-market testing
of these implants. The FDA doesn't
even know what's in the implants,
because they are not regulated. The
FDA booklet [from the Congressional
hearing] lists 19 pages of risks and
one-half page of benefits. The benefits
are only psychological," VanWinkle

done on women.
"We as women have been guinea
pigs. There is only one benefit [to
breast enlargement surgery] and that
is psychological. But the American
Society ofPlastic and Reconstructive
Surgezy has a $4 million dollar budget for women to have the 'right' to
breast augmentation. They have had
small breasts classified as a medical
malfoonation. Accooling to the ASPR
surgeons, smalll:r'easts are a disease,"
VanWinkle said.
Originally ,liquid silicone [developed from industrial strength transformer coolant] was injected directly
into women's breasts to enlarge them.
That practice became illegal after the
FDA received reports that women

said.

VanWinklelauded therecentFDA
decision to place a 45-day moratorium
on the use of silicone implants, a

move she believes will lead to a total
ban on the use of implants of all types
for breast enlargement Of the total
number of breast implant surgeries
performed., over 80 percent have been
done to enlarge otherwise healthy
breasts, VanWinkle says.
She encourages any woman who
has had hmistenlargement by siliCone
implants to contact the As Is organization for information and support.
And she offered advice to any woman
who is considering a breast enIargement: ''The silicone implants are an
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IN THE STUDENT LOUNGE

FEBRUARY. 3
FEBRUARY 10

12:00
FEBRUARY 17

"HARRIET TUBMAN AND THE
UNDERGROUND RAILROAD"
"IDA B. WELLS" - A PASSION
FOR JUSTICE
"THE STORY OF ELLA BAKER'"

FEBRUARY 24

.Resumes that
really work

"MAIDS AND MADAMS-THE LIFE AND
TIMES OF WOMEN IN SOUTH AFRICA

Ii
.
lit D14j.tl1~

The right introduction can make all the difference when you're
competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you create a resume
package that introduces you ill a professional way.
....-----.....
t Format and design assistance
t Typesetting
t Reproduction on fme
stationery

Some of the n:S.ponsibilities will include opening envelopeJ, verifying the nea;atiabiIity
of .checks, ~g .• I O-~ey adding machine tape on the chedts and bat.china the wed.
Paid oo·the-JOb trurung lS provided. Some overtime is requi=I.

Send yoor resume noting this ad or apply in penon to:

The Boatmen's National Bank orst. Loul5
Human R~rces Dept.
AITN: PTIP
1 Boatmen 'J Pt.u.a
St. Louis, MO 63101

ACCOUNTING CLUB

For more information call Randy at 434-2523

12:00
12:00

-

GREAT EXPOSURE TO THE
ACCOUNTING PROFESSION. MEETINGS
ARE EVERY OTHER FRIDAY AT 1 :15.
ATTENDANCE PRIZES!

Anentioo
College Studenul The Boaunen's Natiooal Bank of St. r~u_p&Jt_.!_. ~lo;ft_
.
.
nrne lIlpUt procenon for second and third shifts, good hours for full-time ItUdenu,. our
8th and Maria Stn:et location.

II you Ire looking for I pin-time position with • dependable .chedule fixed boun mel
'
greal pay, Boairnm's is the place for you.

- -~-~~
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G~IN

[PD~mru ~®[j~@®

FRANK

Oursecond shift hoorllre frem 3 p.m. - II :30 p.m. and our third .~ is 10:00 p.m. .7:30
a.m. (MOil schedules m.;iude Fridays and Sundays.) We r-y S5.51 per bour, 10'4 ahift
differential, plus paid plriing.
..

Students, faculty and staff qualify for discounts
of at least 40% 011 mM computers and printcn..
Complete systems, including mouse, monitor,
Wmdows and Word for W'mdo.... start at $1399.
See StCVt:o Gray in 1030 SSB or call 553-6009
for more: information.

ATT'E NTIO,N BUSINESS MAdORS

Presents

12:00

Expires 5-31-92

insurance. If you develop Silicone
Toxicity or cirrhosis of the liver [from
the implants], you will not be covered.
If the implants rupture and you need
emergency surgery, you will not be
covered. Medically, you will be on
your own."
VanWinkle is scheduled to speak
again before the FDA Hearing in
Bethesda. Md., on February 18-20,
1992. To contact the As Is Support
Group, call 821-0115.

-

OPEN 7 DA YS A WEEK

831 · 2325
59 Florissant Oaks Shopping Center

untested, unapproved product,a
poorly designed experimental product. Greed and profit are building a
revolving door of patients. Once you
get them put in, you can't have them
taken out, because no one will touch
you. You go back to the plastic surgeon who did it, and he will 'fire' you
as his patient He will tell you that you
are the only one who has this problem
... your insurance company will attach a rider to your treasts, and any
medical complication [from the implants] will not be covered by medical

t Affordable prices

r-------------.

: $20.95

• Computerized Prescription
Drug Interaction
• Patient Consulting on the
Correct Use of Prescription
Drugs

I
I
I

":": : .

professional resume package ~~1

Professional resume package includes one page typeset and saved on disk, 25
cqJies on fine stationery, 25 matching blank sheets (for cover leners), and 25
envelopes (#10). One coopon per custcrner at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with
oIher offers. Good through March 31, 1992.

I Open 7 days
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the copy center . ,

385-5400
7605 Natural Bridge Rd

It can't dolaun . or frudY9u adate,
but it can help you fmd more tune for both.
In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data . .'
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
anp want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just miriutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your Side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan,
It'll be time well spent.

The new Apple~ Macintosh'" Classic'" II
computer makesit easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers- .
and still find time for what makes college
life real life ,
It'.s a complete and affordable Macintosh
. Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer.
M

==,,~~>-.

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information visit
Scott Keymer at the Bookstore
Hours: Mon 10:30-1:30 • Tues 4:00-5:00 • Wed 10:30-1:30, 5:00-7:00

or call 553-6054 .
©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, [he Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a Irddemark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered uademark of Microsoft Corpordtion.
__
Classic is a registered Irddemark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Maci ntosh computers.
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by Max Montgomery
managing editor

studen~

W

en the sun goes downrux! most UM-Sl Louis
.
have left for the day, a different breed of non-traditionalists arrive on campus.
The Evening College students.
The UM-St. Louis Evening College is the administrative unit for
all undergraduate courses taught at night. With offices loca~d on the
third floor of Lucas Hall, the college is in the center of campus and
very much a part of the entire University.
Typical evening college students are employed during the day .
and choose to extend their education at night. Transfer students J11ake .
up about 90 ~n:ent of the evening college which means most night
students are Jumors and seniors.
.
Headed by Dean Anita McDonald, there are nearly 2,500 evening
college students eligible for 28 degree programs. McDonald said she
~uspects UM-St. Louis has the largest amount of evening programs
ill the St. Louis area.
Working with McDonald in administrating the Evening College

See NIGHT, page 6

ABOVE: Lucas Hall as the sun sets,
just before evening classes begin.
RIGHT: From left, Evening College

. photo: Tina Leu

HGnor

Assistant Dean Harry Gaffney, Dean
Anita McDonald and Assistant Dean
Nancy Shields.

So~iety
their first bachelor's degree.
At present time there are nearly
100 active membe~ in the Honor
Society. New applications will be
~telligence is acknowledged
mailed in March to petition. new
III many ways on college
members.
campuses. One way is
Social events are kept to a
through honor societies that praise
minimum, as most Evening College
students for academic achievestudents have little spare time for
ments. There are several honor
extracurricular activities.
.
societies on campus, including one
"We
try to require as little time
within the Evening College system.
UM-St. Louis Evening College as possible," Sims said. "We
Honor Society, established in 1976, basically exist torecogrtize the
academic achievements of people
is the Beta Epsilon chapter of the
who are also baiancing work and
national Alpha Sigma Lambda
faniily
obligations."
Evening College Honor Society,
Gaffney
said the organization
founded in 1945. There are 158
hopes
to
increase
membership and
chapters nationwide. __
general awareness on campus.
'This academic organizaIn January, new members
tion is headed by president
are
welcomed with ari annual
Elizabeth Sims and sponreception at the UM-St Louis
sored by Harry Gaffney,
Alumni House, and in
assistant dean of the
March the Honor Society
Evening College. Sims is
hosts an initiation
a senior in the Evening
banquet. Members also
College, majoring in
have opportunities to
English and working
receive scholarships
towards a writing certifithrough the organization.
cate.
The Evening
"It's a very
College Honor
interesting
Society is
group of
also coadult
sponsorstudents
ing an art
and they
exhibit in
are
Gallery
highly
210.
moti"Comvated,"
puter
Gaffney
Sculpsaid.
tlrre" is a
In
combinaorder to
tion olan
become a
·artist idea
member,
and
students
modem
must
computer
have a
technology .
least four .
There will be
semesters of
a lecture and recepcollege or university
tion on MaTch 12. All students
work, complete 30 hours in
are welcome. For more informathe Evening College and
tion
on the Evening College
maintain at least a 3.2 grade point
Honor Society, call 553-5161, or
average. Students should be .
stop by 324 Lucas Hall.
currently enrolled and pursuing

by Robin Mayo
features editor

I

photo : Dirk Fletcher

College Council
by Robin Mayo
features editor

S

tu~e~ts have a right to express their
oplillons and comments about the
school they attend. If there are
problems, students should be heard and
be able to gain support by other
students who agree. The Evening
College Council provides this service
for Evening College students.
The purpose of the Evening
College Council is to provide a liaison
between the administration and the
students, conduct programs and relay
information pertinent to the evening
students present the interest of the
evening students Lo faculty and
administration.
In January Alicia Gamble was
. elected president and Karen Gardner as
vice president. They moved from lower
positions after other officers graduated
last semester.
The council is a stepping stone to
good student-administration relations,
but most Evening College srudents are
not involved.
"We need more of a voice for the
evening college students and to project
those ideas to the rest of campus,"
Gamble said. "The Student Government Association has been very
supportive of the Evening College."
Gamble said that unfortunately
most students involved in the council,
especially officers, are usually seniors,
and then when they graduate, it's like
startIng over each time.
"To me, having more people and
more voices is important, apd underclassmen are greatly needed," Gamble
said. "Many Evening College students
do not even know we exist"
Gardner was unaware of the
council when she first came to UM-St.
Louis.
"I didn't know about it for a long

time," Gardner said. "People don't always
seem to take us seriously, but I believe in
this campus a lot."
She said the students who are involved
take representing the evening students very
seriously.
One of the more recent things the
Evening College Council has tried to
improve is the lighting on campus.
"When you're getting out of class
around nine or ten o'clock at night, walking
across campus.......it's pitch black-you never
know what can happen," Gardner said.
The council notifies the administration
when lights are out and has kept on eye on
the administration to see that bulbs are
replaced and the lights are once again
working.
Other issues the Evening College
Council is hoping to change are the

libraries' hours of operations and an
extension of registration hours before each
semester.
The Evening College Council also
works to improve student participation
with frequent lectures and informal
meetings such as the Koffee Klatch. On
Mon. and Tues. from 5·8:30 p.m., there
are free snacks and coffee to encourage
students to stop by the 3rd floor lobby of
Lucas Hall before class and get to know
other Evening College students.
In order to be a member of the
Evening College Council students have to
be in good academic standing, have one
semester of Evening College classes and
be appointed by one of the Evening
College deans.
All students, day or evening all
welcome at the meetings.

Alumnus Success
by Nancy Lewis
of The Current staff

T

homas Palazzolo, a 1989 UM-St. Louis
graduate with a BA in History, says that
without the services offered by the Evening College, he would not have been able to attend
college at all. Palazzolo is now a third-year student at Washington University Law School and is
currently ranked first out of 217 law students.
"If it weren't for the Evening College, I
wouldn't have been able to attend college to get
my undergraduate degree," Palazzolo said.
"I worlced full-time as a painter, but I always
wanted togo to college. Ijust didn'thave the time
and the money to pursue a degree full-time in a
traditional manner. So I spoke with the Evening
College in the fall of 1984, and the staff helped
me to see that getting a bachelor's degree could
be a reality," Palazzolo said.
Palazzolo began attending UM·St. Louis in
the evenings while continuing to work full-time
in a local hospital as a painter. After three years

of attending school as a part-time student,
he decided to attend school full-time.
"My wife and I had managed to ~ve
enough money tojustcover my tuition and
books for a semester. So, in January 1988
at the age of 30, I resigned from my job of
seven years and enrolled at UM-St Louis
as a full-time student The original plan
was to finish my BA,goon togetaMaster's
and Ph.D. in History, and eventually to
teach. AtthatpointIwasn'tthinkingabout
law school at all," he said.
Palazzolo's area of interest in history
was western Africa, especially Nigeria. He
met with Professor John Works of the
History Department to learn Hausa, a west.African language.
"During one of these informal language
tutoring sessions, Works suggested that
law school might be a career path to in- .
vestigate. So I took the Law School Admissions Test (LSAT) and applied to sev-

See ALUMNUS, page 6
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been enough money to assist every
evening student's needs. Before 1988,
there had been only one major schol- .
arship for evening students.
are Nancy Shields and Harry Gaffney. McDonald then started the Alumni
The two assistant deans have differ- Chapter which, she said, has been a
ent resPonsibilities, but one of them is great resource in establishing other
always in the office, as they take turns scholarships.
working evenings, to help students.
. McDonald said the college is
"We care enough about (the stu- starting to see Evening College
dents) to have an administrative unit Alumni giving to the University on a
here to assist them," McDonald said. bigger scale than before. Since they
In addition to other responsibili- were Evening College students, they
ties, Gaffney coordinates the Bachdidn't have the chance to participate
elor of General Studies degree, which
fully in the University. Now, she said,
is exclusive to the Evening College. they are giving back to the Evening
Shields 'is in charge of student serCollege what it gave to them.
vices including academic counseling .
Keeping up with the spirit ofUMand supervising the Evening College St. Louis, the Evening College has
Council, the college's advocacy
turned toward the St Louis commugroup.
nity for support, financially and
When McDonald became dean in
structurall y.
the Fall of 1987, she said there were
"I've tried to increase the awarecertain issues and programs within ness of the Evening College within
the college that she decided needed the community," McDonald said. '"I
some work. She said the Council was think it's been the best kept secret in
dissolving because too many of the
this institution."
students looked at it as only a volunPart of McDonald's "building
teer job. McDonald worked [0
awareness" includes the formation of
strengthen the Council and build it to
the Advisory Council to the Dean,
be a working group.
whose members serve as ambassa"I took on an active role to make dors to the Evening College offering
it an honor for councilmembers to
ideas, advice and many times, finanparticipate and serve the University,"
cial contributions.
she said.
In a recent study and survey of
Another issue McDonald felt Evening College students, Assistant
needed to be addressed when she beDean Nancy Shields found that on the
gan was the cost of schooling. In the average, the night students fell just
past, McDonald said, there hadn't
below a professional level, meaning

NIGHT, from page 5

The
Current is

looking for
Valentines'
Day stories
from students and
faculty on
campus.
If you or
someone
you know
has had a

bizarre,
wild , or
wondrously
romantic
Valentines t
tale to tell, .
•
give
us a
call.
Features
Dept.
553-5174.

31 st Annual Marketing Conference
Sponsored by American Marketing Association St. Louis Chapter
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MARRIOT PAVILION HOTEL
ADVANCE REGISTRATION FEES:

It has
bite!

eral law schools. I waS surprised to
have been offered several scholar. ships to attend law schools in other
parts of the country, but I chose
Washington University," Palazzolo
said.
He emphasized that -coursework
in the History Department was a good
preparation for law school, as it turned
out.
"There was an emphasis on reading a lot of material, the synthesis of
m~teria1, and the writing of wellconstructed papers," Palazzolo said. "
This was a good preparation for
law school, especially courses such
as Formal Logic, and history courses
that emphasized the writing of 'timed
e~y' examinations.
"At UM-Sr. Louis, I received an
education that helped me to compete
with students from allover the Uill ted
States and from several foreign countries," he said.

After graduating from law school
this May, Palazzolo will be working
in St Louis for a national law firm .
He reflected on his "college experience" as an older, non-traditional
student
'The hardest part was just enrolling, just deciding to do it. Of
course, there were financial issues
too. But I received great advice and
encouragement from the Evening
College, from Dr. John Works and
from other faculty members in the
History Department," Palazzolo said.
"Resources like the Evening
College are very important to students who don't fit the mold of the .
'typical' college student. It is unfortunate that this state doesn't seem
to value higher education for its
citizens. Every year, the budget cuts
for higher education are deeper and
wider. And many students are priced
out of even public colleges."

WELCOME
Brian Jakubeck

J anine Mason

M

• TOURWAY INN· ~J"~
• THE REEF· (r,,, ~,~
- 7 nights -

11th ANNUAL CELEBRATION!
CENTRALSPRING BREAK i~H"tU:ORMA TJON AND RESERVATIONS

.u~~ t-800-32t
- 59tt .n.~
s.t.
..

7AM·7PM M· Th, 7AM'5PM Fri. 9AM-5PM

Mount.in 5tan.dard Time

Re,ervat ions may be made by credit card
24 HOUR FAX RESERVATIONS (303) 225-1514
-D e pe nding o n break date,t .and length of ~ ta)'

~---------------------
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W e would like to extend a warm welcome to these outstanding
accoun ti ng graduates of UM-St. Louis who will be joining Ernst &
Young.
They have chosen our firm because of its tradition of excellence and
the superb opportunities we offer to our profes~ionals.
W e are proud to call them our colleagues.

~~

Before February 3rd ........... $40 per participant
After February 3rd .............$45 per participant
Day Of Conference ............ $50 per participant
63101 3099. Make checks payable to St. Louis Chaper, A.MA
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Read The
Current.
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Ann Pisciotta

Please mail paymet along wrth name, address, phone number and
school to : Dan Daviod, #1 Boll Center, Suite 9-E-1, S1. Louis, MO

~

most of the students already have a
career close to a professional level. A
lot of them, she said, are making career advances or changes, or are
blocked in their fields.
'
Unlike most University departments, the Evening College office
hours extend into the night, many
times offering help to students, other
than those enrolled in the college,
who might need assistance. The office hours are Monday-Thursday, 8
a.m.-9 p.m. and Fridays from 8 am.9 p.m.

..

......,'_ .......

"ERNST & YOUNG
An equal opportunity employer
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. by Mark Weitznlan

DEAR

CHA OS

by Brian Shus ler & Rich Cando

~

1991 We.slwood Fe.1turcs .

ZELDA
tfJear ZeUa,

I am slightly overweight and a smoker. My friends and family
tell me how unhealthy this is.
S9me have suggested that I try a hypnotist. I'm sonie what
&Pprehensive about going and being put under hypnosis. What
could happen? Does it really work?

- --=-.
'.,;"

Signed,
Out of 'Breatfi
.'.~

tfJear Out of'Breatfi,

. -~.,

.;:?

Many people are afraid of hypnosis because of misinfonnation acquired over the years from horror movies, novels, . or
television.
The average person has a misconception of what hypnosis is and
what can be accomplished through hypnosis.
If a suggestion that is not appealing is given to a person while
in the hypnotic state, the person will either ignore the suggestion
or bring themselves out of the hypnotic state.
The hypnotherapist does not possess any type of power or gift,
but has learned how to give suggestions that the subconscious
mind will accept, and then act on those suggestions in a positive,
helpful way. Trained hypnotherapists have helped thousands of
people solve problems in their lives, overcome fears, and improve
personal skills and characteristics.

'
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"No, no, no . I distinctly remember telling you that I would pick up
the chips and beer and that Xill!. would get the anny."

Peck! Peck! Peck! Why don't you learn to type!

HOROSCOPE
COLLEGE ASTROLOGY
By Joyce Jillson
Some serious teaching energy has
invaded classrooms; don'tskip any meetings, not even the first thing Monday
moming. Mars is the dominant planet
now, and that mearu ambitions run high
and the competition is hot. Sports dates
are the thing, and on some days, passions
can nm away with some of us. Use the
power cycle to get fit, develop economic
theories and provide killer answers to
essay questions.
Monday is analytical, heavy on research. Big concepts are easily grasped on
Tuesday and Wednesday; history and languages are favored. On Thursday and
Friday, business in general is on
everyone'smind, and the management of
personal affairs is included. Don'tbelieve
strangers on Saturday or Sunday; be polite, but stick with good friends.

'lJear ZeUfa,
I have a very dear friend who tested liN positive a little over
a year ago. He has a very bad outlook on life and does not keep
up with his doctor appointments, and for the most part is very
miserable. Most of the time, he turns people away, and no one
wants to be with him. I try to be there for him and be supportive
of him but it doesn't seem to do much good. What should I do?

Signed,

'lJear C.'.!.,

Aries (March 21-April19).
Most importantly, encourage your friend to keep his medical
appointments. He needs to understand that it is very important for
his health to be continually monitored, as his health could worsen
at any time, without him even realizing it.
There are several groups that can help you and him cope with
the problem. The Sharing Center and S1. Louis Effort for AIDS
will be more than happy to assist your friend in getting the support
and encouragement he needs. The phone-number is 367-2382.
Good luck.

Monday is the time to hand it in,
write about it or otherwise show what you
know. On Tuesday, remarkable moments
with professors are possible; perhaps an
ESP experience occurs between you. Reflect all week on your plans for the future;
decisions are ahead shortly that have farreaching results. We<h!esday is bright idea
day. Your sense of humor is rurming on
high, too; practical jokes should be long
on wit and short on the humiliation of
others. The weekend is very special; you're
in touch with your ideals and in a position
to show your best side to those who count
Keep one eye on possible items for your
future resume. Write lerrers on Sunday.

Taurus (ApriI20-May 20).
"Strange bedfellows" may be the term
for you and your roommate, but this is
your chance to broaden your cultural horizons. Romance is a powerful elixir now,
and you're not used to being thrown off
balance, so go slow, though your opposite
number may try to get you to commit
sooner .If you 're flirting with a teacher, be
careful on Monday. On Tuesday, concentrate on difficult subjects, asking for help,
if necessary. Expand those library skills;
learn where the juicy tidbits are buried.
Long-distance news is a big surprise on
Wednesday. This weekend, you may leave
campus Friday for a well-deserved break.
Travel is favorable Sunday too.

C HA OS hy BriJn Shu'lcr & Ri ch CJndo

Gemini (May 21-June 21).
Now is the time to concentrate on
research and solid results. TIlls term's
professors (or subjects) are likely to be
tough and challenging. TIlls suits you
fine, as your intellectual skills seldom get
the stretch they deserve; some Geminis
never discover how much they can do,
because they're never pushed to the limit.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, take care
physically when playing sports and driving cars; practice lots of patience. The
most exciting way to spend Friday evening
is at home with someone you care about
deeply. Some of you will fall in love
Saturday; passion is defmitely dominant,
but that's no reason to spend too much.

Cancer (June 22-July 22).
By the end of the week, iinportant
one-to-<>ne relationships may have been
greatly transformed md deepened. Your
roommate may become a good friend or
move out, and a lover will definitely show
his or her true stripes, for better or whatever. UseMonday's fine communications
vibes to dispel confusion between you
and those about whom you care most

"Looks like grandma is in one of her moods again."

I

\.

Teacher conferences also go very well
Monday and Tuesday. On Wednesday, a
tricky meeting of Mars and Uranus makes
sparks in any relationship with contentious potential. The weekend is powerful
for love matters, especially Saturday, when
you may fall in and out of love within a
few hours . Study with a partner.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22).
Scholastic efforts are the focus. On
Monday, returned work pleases you, and
you'll do superbly on written tests. Your
nerves require lots of nutrition now; stay
away from junk food. Take time to eat
properly, including fish or other easily
digested proteins. On Wednesday, wear
something you don't mind getting a bit
soiled, because Uranus and Mars may
play tricks with physical coordination.
Thursday and Friday are also fine tes t and
study days, but you might consider asking
that fascinating Sagittarius or Aries to go
over tough material with you. In general,
you'll be tied to your books through the
weekend; very little is going on socially
anyway.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).
You have the scholastic, romantic
and emotional advantage, so get out there
and make points! Ask a brilliant person
for help Monday, and you'll be treated to
a how-to mini-{;()urse. On Tuesday, stick
to the books and srudy at home, because
on Wednesday, the schedule is disrupted
by Mars' meeting with Uranus . An unexpected something is bound to come up
Wednesday, and you're restless as well. A
wooer may fmd unusual ways to get the
lovemessage to you this weeki retain your
poise. TIlls weekend - especially Friday
- promises moments of real joy; more
than one Virgo becomes engaged. A visionofthe future is emerging; dreams and
ambitions are taking shape.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct 23).
Relationships with women- including your mom, chaperones, housemoms
-are in focus; be conciliatory and helpful.
Srudies of economics and business also
are highlighted; if you get a chance for
practical experience in your field, grab i l
On Monday, the past affects the furore in
interesting ways - the ability to learn
from the experience of those who went
before is a shortcut to pro gress, so be a
studentof the wisdom of everyone around
you. On Wednesday, expect a power outage at your place of residence. The
weekend calls for ivory tower work, but
you can entertain a few friends at home on
Saturday and Sunday with great success.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21).
If old friends call to ask favors, you
won't mind complying. but a new friend
may try to imjXlse, and you'll give short
shrift to such demands. Through Thursday, expect the unexpected; personal
computers may go down, so back up all
important work. Friday is very special for
love; your lover from home may come to
visit for the weekend,' or you may fall in
love while on a little fun trip with your
crowd. Field trips, a visit to a museum or
'an off-campus seminar will be inspiring;
this is one of those weekends when educational activities are more fun than hijinks. On Sunday, travel, studying, letterwriting andjoumal-keeping are favored.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 22).
Few Sagittariuses know how strongly
their intelligence and candidness affect a
roomful offriends; lately, your repulation
precedes you into most situations (includ-

ing love affairs!). On Tuesday, the moon
moves into your sign, giving you the edge
in personal confrontations; apply for jobs,
loans or special favors . On Wednesday,
expect a broken promise, and don't blame
this person; the change can't be helpedYou're a wirmer at whatever you try on
Friday; go for the brass ring. On Saturday
and S=day, practical tasks and dealings
with landlords are favored. If circumstances dictate a change of residence,
now's the time.
.

Capricorn (Dec. 23-Jan. 19).

and Wednesday, anything can happen,
and that's usually your favorite kind of
time - you may fall asleep with your
head resting on a book and awaken to
discoveryou've absorbed the book's contents, but it's more probable you'll have a
terrific dream containing an idea or insight that you 've longed for . Inspirational
vibes continue through the weekend;
meditate and socialize only with those
whose character and/or accomplishments
uplift and stimulate your imagination. On
Sunday, call or write a grandparent or
older loved ones.

The extra Mars urgency will come in
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).
handy Monday. whenyou ' re virtually Unbeatable; any competition you take part in
You get all the hugs and kisses you
will be more exciting for your presence,
ever wanted, and maybe it even gets a
too. Expect restlessness, and perhaps (if little smothering, being so cared for. On
yow- diet isn't right) a little feeling of Wednesday, your friends surprise youfrustration that may make you short-teman old pal from home may show up withpered Wednesday; do be c areful in all
out prior notice, or call with an exciting
physically risky situations (especially
party invitation. Many scheduling changes
those involving engines). On Thursday occur Wednesday, too, ill class meetings
and Friday, you'll feel the moon slip into
and social plans. In organizational doings, the team is the thing, and you'l1 be
the right spot for purring your best sports
shoe forward. You'll strongly resemble an
expected to sacrifice personal time, if
extrovert through the weekend, though . necessary, to meet these responsibilities,
Capricorn is often a bit reserved socially. especially this weekend. On Sunday,
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). parties and group studies are favored; the
Look professors in the eye Monday, planets suggest that round-table study is
the ticket for you in 1992.
and if comments on rerumed work don't
make sense to you, speak up. On Tuesday

~
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THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Crib item
5 Evince
9 Colo. ski
resort
14 Busy as 15 Air
16 Sierra 17 Put off
19 Sew loosely
20 Hunting dogs
21 Confounded
23 Ballad
24 Protected side
25 Salts
26 Candle
29 Herbert's
"The - "
31 Footless
32 Dog doc
33 Palm trees
36 Fleur·de·37 Uses logiC
39 Malt beverage
40 Wood·turning
tools
42 Cal. fort
43 Translation
of a sort
44 Molasses'
partner
46 Jason's lady
47 Rainbows
49 Consume
50 Corn unit
51 Redcaps
53 Thespian
57 " I walked with Sorrow"
58 In a hurry
60 Dido
61 Director Kazan
62 Virginia willow
63 Ingress
64 Pine board
65 Brilliant
salamander
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
B

JI
~I

by Martha J. De Witt

I '199'l, Tr ibune Media Services

ANSWERS

9 Can. provo

10 Puget Sound

port
Piece of mail
Register
Lacks
Fruit
Send back to
a lower court
24 Divulges
26 High
27 Samoan port
28 Leiter addition
29 US agency
30 US agency
32 Evening star
34 Century plant
35 Botanical
. bristle
DOWN
Skull and dunce 37 Kinsman: abbr.
38 Big name in
Woodwind
hockey
Remainder
41 Fraud of sorts
Irked
43 Ground
Lie
45 Attached a
Barbarians
door fastener
Person
46 Sch. subj.
Married

11
12
13
18
22
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47
48
50
52
53

Quickly
Kind of holiday
Outward
Eldrilch
Global area

sl

54 Princely It.
family
55 Fret
56 Throne
59 Huzzah
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Bad Offic·ating Hampers Riverwomen
by Russell L. Koranda
sports editor

Matteucci Says
Sports At UMSL
Insignificant
by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

I learned a little bit about business
last week. ~raybe in would sprinkle in
a few econcmics courses with the many,
many writing classes I've taken, I could
understand why I had to put a condom
ad on my banner page.
I'm sure everyone realized the paper was a thin six pages long. This was
because our favorite publication, The
Current, has come under economic
stress lately.
So this violation of mostjoumalism
standards was overlooked because, remember, what you see is nothing but
students trying hard to keep you infOIDled.
So, when it was mentioned that
Paul Matteucci, the student representative to the University of Missouri Board
of Curators, recommended in a SGA
meeting Jan. 22, that any funding for
athletics be cut completely, I grinned
and put on the gloves.
Matteucci, you'll remember, pilfered $l,<XXllast year out of your student activity funds for a little vacation
in Denver with his buddies. I always
wondered where politicians got their
start.

Julie Schwetz, vice president of
SGA, also came under investigation
for having her parking tickets fIxed.
Ahh, what a pair. Vacation money for
the taking. Juice with campus police.
What more could a couple of young
politicians want?
Sure, Matteucci paid the money
back and Schwetz was clearC(j of any
violations, but these were acts that
should have led to dismissa1.
The ludicrous part of Matteucci's
statement last week was that he admitted to not ever attending a single UMSt Louis athletic event. As you can
guess, this went over well in the athletic
department
"If you cut athletics from a university as large as this one, you might as
well make it a correspondence school,"
men's basketball Assistant Coach Bill
Walker said.
Walker said such a proposal, if
passed, would be detrimental to all
other programs.
"You can't be self-serving in the
oosition he's in," Walker said.. "If his
motives are his own, who knows, maybe
his next target will be the choir pro-

gram."
Let's just fire all staff members
over in the athletic department and
increase the unemployment fIgures
some more in St Louis.
It's self-serving, clueless people
like Matteucci that are the problem
with this country. Instead of being
concerned with the interests of his job,
which is to represent the approximately
60,000 students in the University of
Missouri system, Matteucci creates a
quick fix plan for the fragile departmental budgets.
When told that Matteucci had never
attended an athletic event at UMSL,
Athletic Director Chuck Smith said,
"Anyone who is the representative for
that many students should be taking
part in the promotion of their school's
athletics.
"I don't understand how he can be
critical of athletics here when he has
obviously not been involved in any
aspect."
Smith said university athletics are
vital because it makes students feel
good about where they are going to
school.
Matteucci's plan would eliminate
not only about 200 fme athletes, but
many who are academically at the head
of the class.
If Paul realized the magnitude·of
his statement,· he would go over to
Mark Twain and apologize.

In most sports, aggressiveness uSually equals winning. The UM-St. Louis
Riverwomen admittingly playa fastpaced, rambunctious style of basketball, but according to some of the players this may be costing them fouls.
"It seems that the refs have two
separate rules for men and women in
the way they call games," center Liz
Squibb said. "They don't accept that
we can be physical without getting hurt,"
she said.
Riverwomen Head Coach Bobbi
Morse said she has been less than pleased
with the officiating all year, and the
players agree.
UsuaIIy these are complaints that
players have when out on the road, but
one player, who didn't want to be
identified, said, "They routinely make
over thirty bad calls a game. It's becoming a joke."
Officiating aside, the Riverwomen
(8-10) won't be laughing if they fail to
win any of the three conference games
on the road they face. They beat Lincoln, 118-73, last Wednesday at home,
and then traveled to Pittsburg State on
Feb. 1 to face the Gorillas, who are tied
for second in the MlAA.
IftheRiverwomen continue to coast
after getting a comfortable lead, it may
start to cost them games. Both Morse
and the players have said this is because
the team hasn't developed a ''killer instinct."
Photo: Nicole Menke
Last Monday against Quincy, the
Rivenvomen were dominating the first
WALK ON AIR : Rive rwoman Tammy Putnam defies gravity attempting to pass the ball.

See OFRCIALS, page 9

.

Second Half The "Pi
by Matt Forsythe
Current Staff

Second-half doldrums continue to
plague the UM-St. Louis RiveIDlen.
This time, it was the Lincoln UniversityTigers turn, as they took advantage
ofRiveIDlen mental errors and won 7170, last Wedensday, at the Mark Twain
building.
The RiveIDlen are 8-9 overall and
3-4 in conference play. Lincoln is 5-11
and 2-5.
Cory Oliver led the RiveIDlen with
17 points. Leon Kynard chipped in 14
points.
"We've been in every game, but
we've made ill advised mistakes at ill
advised times," said Assistant Coach
Chico Jones. "We need to be a little
more patient when we get behind."
Scott Crawford, a 6'5" forward,
agreed w\ith Jones.
. ''1be talent is here, but we have
only been playing 30 minute basketball," Crawford said.
"We play well the whole time, but
we panic at the end of the game," h<.:
said.
"[It's a] second-half mental let
down." Guard Barry Graskewicz said.
"We lost a few games that we could
have turned around, and with a few key
games we could have been 12-4."
"That's a big difference."
Guard Leon Kynard saw the
problem in teIDls of personal responsibility.
"I need to really take over when the

half, and at one point led 23-9. After
Quincy tied the. game, Morse had seen
enough. Tammy Pumam came to the
rescue and grabbed 22 rebounds. She
also scored 26 points in the final 93-77
victory.
Putnam, who is the career rebounding leader, is averaging over 10
rebounds a game, and is shooting a
respectable 45 percent from the field.
"Tammy has played more relaxed
this year," Morse said. "We know she
is going to take care of the boards for
us, and her shooting is a real plus."
The injury bug caught up with the.
Riverwomen against Southwest Baptist when starting guard Rhonda Moore
twisted a knee on a lay-up attempt.
Morse said her condition was day-today, and Danielle Lllivlette would start
in her place.
"Moore's absence. will definitely
hurt us offensively, but Danielle adds
more quickness to the lineup," Morse
said.
LaN1ette transferred from State Fair
Community College, whcresheplayed
with current teammate Squibb.
"I was nervous coming out and
starting for the first time," Lai\1ette
said. "After my second start I began to
get nervous, but after I grabbed a couple
of rebounds, I told myself to stop worrying," she said.
The victory over Lincoln improved
the Riverwomen's MlAA record to 52, and they are tied for first in the
conference. Morse said the team was
in about the same situation last year.
"I think it's safe to say we have to
win one of these three road games to

SIt

For Rivermen

game is on the line.
When we're in
the second half in a winnable game,
and we get down a basket, that is the
time for me to take over and get everybody to settle down."
The Rivermen were sluggish in the
fIrst half, but then with some solid play
hammered out a 37-32 lead by halftime.
In the second half, the Rivermen
came ouland played a relentless offense
and a grinding defense.
With 6:43 remainingin the game
they led by eight points, and looked as
if they were about to polish off the
Tigers.
The Tigers then took advantage of
some missed passes and sloppy play to
sneak back into the game. With 1:44
left, the Tiger's Tyrone Allen sunk a
reverse lay-up to put Lincoln on top 67-

66.
Joel Mitchell's tip-in shot secured
a victory for Lincoln.
The Rivermen played for the last
shot, but fell short. Kynard's twelve
foot shot hit off the front of the rim.
Head Coach Rich Meckfessel saId
after the game againstLincoJn," [It was]
a very disappointing game." "Maybe
we expected to much from this team
given the three members that graduated, but there is no reason to playas
bad as we have this year."
With two road games coming up
Meckfessel said, "all those teams are
light years better than Lincoln. Its going to be tough, but somehow we have
to find a way to be a respectable team."

Photo: Alfie M. Ali
SPLIT TH E D. : Jermaine Morris drives to the hOOD in a loss last week against Lincoln U.

Wash. U. Meet Sparks Rivermen
by Ariel Lestat
Current sports repo rter
UM-St. Louis swimming Coach
Mary Liston said the Washington
University International meet, Jan. 24
and 25, marked a turning point in the
team's season. Asateam,theRiveIDlen
fmished third.
After finishing first in last year's
meet, the RiveIDlen had fust place
fmishes in the l00-yard butterfly, 100and 200-yard breaststroke, and they
soundly thumped the competition in
four of the relays.
Even though Liston's swimmers
were not in peak shape for the meet,
she said it was still a solid team performance.
"Coming off holiday rraining, no
one was shaved or rested, and we still

had a season of best swims," Liston
said.
Sophomore Ted Fischer finished
fIrst in the l00-yard butterfly, and Jeff
Heveroh was a double winner in the
100- and 200-yard breaststroke.
The 200-yardmed1ey relay team of
Devlin McDonough, Jeff Heveroh,
Fischer, and Mike Brickey set a pool
record of 1:36.39, eclipsing the old
mark set by Emory University by three
seconds.

In the 4oo-yard medley relay,
McDonough, Fischer, Heveroh, and
Waldo Roither combined to finish first,
out-distancing the competition by five
seconds.
UM-St Louis only managed third

See SWIM, page 9

AERODYNAMICS: Mike Brickey is the fastest man in the ~idwest in the 50-yard freestyle.
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Swim from page 8

Officials 8-BaII from page 8 .

in the overall standings because their
squad is much smaller; they have no
divers; and they have no competitors
in the distance events.
Cheryl Stevenson and Amy Bono
finished with 24 pbintsand·defeated
William Jewel College. Both compete
as men in dual meets, and train with the
program all season. Kerin Beall also
trains and competes with the program,
but did not compete in the meet at
Washington University.
The Rivennen navel to Grinnell"
la., for a two-day meet There will be
eight other colleges, and this is the fIrst
year UM-St Louis has competed in
the meet
Brickey has recovered from a
bowling accident, and fellow national
qualifier, Heveroh, seems to have rebounded from a nagging shoulder inJury.
"I'm looking for strong performances from our team leaders to set
the pace Jor the competition," Liston
said. ''It's like a 'success flu' that you
hope is highly contagious," she said.
The Rivennen have three athletes
in the top 10 of their events, and all four
sprint relays remain in the top 10.
Mike Brickey isranked as the number
one 50-yard freestyle swimmer in
NCAA Division II.
'These rankings give you an idea
where you stand with your competitors, but nothing matters until you race
each other," Brickey said.

AM I P

have a shot at the playoffs," Morse said. "Late in the year we stole two road
wins at Missouri Southern and.Pittsburg State, and that put us in the playoffs."
Sophomore forward Nancy Heseman said turnovers were keeping the
team from sustaining any momentum. The Riverwomen are averaging over
24 nimovers a game, and if they give Central Missouri State or Washburn that
many freebies they'll get buried.
"We like to run and gun i~" Heseman said. "Sometimes we get caught up
in the running game and don't have the proper people on the court to defense
it," she said.
This Saturday.theRiverwomen wrapup the three-game road tripatCMSU.
The Jennies have beaten the Riverwomen 22 straight times, dating back to
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um-sl. Louis Sports Facts
Increase Your
Communication Skills

Cover Exciting
Game Action

Help Promote Your
University
Come And Write About
SportS For The Current

It $Pays
Call RusseU at 553-5174, And
Get Involved

• FREE Pregnancy Testing.
• Immediate 'results

• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

725·3150

831-6723

227·5111

950 Francis PI.

3347 N. HWY 67

510 Bnter Rd.
(Ballwin)
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Women's Volleyball Coach
Denise Silvester guided the
Riverwomen to a 39-11 mar
in 1991,
Silvester has won over 300
games as coach of four different college teams.
In 1986 Silvester earned
Coach of the Year hOnors,
arid in 1987 led the team to
astounding 49-9 record.
Silvester aJso works in the
Mark Twain Buidling as assistant athletic director,
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• Part-Time Jobs
• Summer Jobs
• Tuition
Scholarships
• Internships
• Co-op Positions
• Full-Time
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24- flour Phone Service
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Placement

Services

There is not much time left, but you can
still make your reservations at

Bahia Mar Resort and SAVE!
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•
Workshops on
Resume Writing
& Interviewing
Techniques
•
Career Info
Library

U M ·ST. LOU IS SPECIAL

•
On-Campus
Recruiting by
Business,
Industry,
. School Districts
& Government
•
Immediate Job
Listings
•
Individual Help
for
"Special" Needs

f o r s t udents and' fa culty

And More!

·prtce above Is based on a standard room double occupancy.
Minimum 3 nights stay. Offer exlres at mgmt. discretion.

SPR
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CQV\ -t~e- ChQP [ett ~
help m~ if I w~~t

to b~ i t\

RIDICULQiUSLY AFFORDABLE
WNUTES FROM UM-ST. LOU IS

Sprjngwood Leasing Office
4222 A Springdale
SI. Louis, Missouri 63134
429-5609

w --

cit 3~5 -3455 ...
.--..or StevE, \<0 \'wpk.
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NEWLY REMODELED
DRAPES, NEW APPLIANCES
GABLE READY

V'r\LLck

C~\t ~Cl~ff l~Ohl

a. VO~\.(V1te.e~

$250 A MONTH
ONE BEDROOM AP_~RrM ENT
•

v0If

*Feel especially welcome·to
come on Feb, 9 at 6 p,m, for
a pot luck dinner at the
Newnan House!
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~IA VI ~y f\AVlCh \\he- .
~ C4 d NewrYLaJ'l~~
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Freshman
Sophomores Juniors
Seniors
Graduate Students
Alumni
Business Majors
Education Majors
Arts £:I Sciences
Majors

Visit Us Today!
308 Woods Hall
553-5111

vi rs
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New Macintosh®Sales Center

.
,
. Prlzes .

Fun ! .

at the
·University of Missouri - St. Louis

Bookstore
Grand Opening Event
Wednesday .
Febru ary 5, 1992
lOa.m. to 7p.m.
at
The University Center Lob by

.

Win an Apple StyleWriter®Printer!!!!

..

